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Parking diminishes as Tarleton Update on
reaches record enrollment
COVID-19 and
the Delta variant
BY ELIZABETH BLACK
Managing Editor

Tarleton State University is growing and
the number of students
attending the university
has increased over the
years. While the students enjoy the benefits
of being a Tarleton Texan, they all struggle with
one problem, parking.
The university recently built a new engineering building and
aquatics center. These
buildings are useful to
the students, but with
the growth of the student body the number
of cars on campus also
increases and these two
buildings were built on
top of parking lots.
Earlier in the semester Texan News Service
(TNS) interviewed Tarleton President James

BY MADISON REED
Executive Producer

The red and purple parking lot next to Texan Hall.
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Hurley.
When asked about
parking on campus
he said, “We do have
enough parking...the issue is our parking is sporadically placed, right or
displaced.”
According to parking
services there are approximately 6,680 parking spots on campus
right now, that includes

11 commuter lots, 21
residential lots, four
visitor lots, 15 faculty
lots, three residential
leader lots and five all
access lots. Tarleton is
in the process of building another parking spot
where the old Venture
apartments used to be
that will increase parking by an estimated 70
more spaces.

The university released announced in
August that the Board
of Regents approved
a parking garage. The
stacked parking structure would add 600
more parking spots for
students and is planned

Dr. Landis” and also
“Contained unfounded
and false content about
[their] client, reporting
baseless claims that Dr.
Landis engaged in sexual harassment and created a hostile educational
environment.”
They demanded the
articles be taken down
“in their entirety on or
before August 6, 2021,
in order to prevent further damage, harassment and threats against
our client.”
They also said, “While
we hope to be able to resolve this matter swiftly,
our client is prepared to
take any and all legal action necessary to resolve
the damage caused by
the publishing and dissemination of the State-

ments on your website
and recoup any losses
suffered.”
At first, Texan News
staffers were not worried about the letter because it contradicted the
Texan News’s freedom
of speech and the Press
as well as the Texas defamation law, Texas Civil
Practices & Remedies
Code section 16.002,
which states, “A person
must bring suit for malicious prosecution, libel,
slander, or breach of
promise of marriage not
later than one year after
the day the cause of action accrues.”
If Landis wanted to
bring suit, the time in
which the Statutes of
Limitations offers has
already expired.

In addition, after reading the articles that
were published, Texan
News found the students
who were “sexually harassed” by Landis approached Texan News
with the information as
well as provided documented proof of the “harassment.”
There was also an investigation on Landis
within Tarleton after
complaints had been
made by three separate
female students; and,
according to a memorandum written to one
of the students on March
28, 2018 by the Associate Vice President of Academic Administration
Dr. Dwayne Snider, who
retired from Tarleton on
June 15, 2018, it was

Continued on pg 4

The entire world has
been dealing with COVID-19 for well over a
year—nearly two. Now,
with various vaccine
available, many are hoping life will return to
normal. With the newest
variant of COVID-19,
however, many are beginning to worry and
calling for quarantine,
masks and social distancing to be put back in
place while others want
the world to accept that
COVID-19 is here to
stay and get back to normal.
The newest variant of
COVID-19, also known
as the Delta variant,

is “highly contagious,
more than [two times] as
contagious as previous
variants,” the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) states.
UC Davis Health says
the symptoms of the
Delta variant are similar to that of the original
COVID-19 strain and
can also look different
between the vaccinated
and unvaccinated.
“Recent
research
found that the Delta
variant grows more rapidly – and to much greater levels – in the respiratory tract.”
Symptoms such as fever, chills, dry cough,

Continued on pg 4

Tarleton tries to stifle freedom of speech
BY MADISON REED
Executive Producer

On July 28, Texan
News received a letter
via email from a lawyer
Diana R. Warshow from
Nesennoff & Miltenberg, LLP representing
former Tarleton professor, Micheal Landis,
threatening suit against
the Texan News Service
(Texan News) if certain
articles written in 2018
were not removed from
the Texan News website regarding reports
made about Landis and
alleged inappropriate relationships with female
students.
According to the letter, the articles “contained highly defamatory statements about

recommended that Landis be terminated
Due to not having an
advisor on staff at the
time the letter was received, Texan News
didn’t want legal action
to take place without a
department head knowing what was going
on. The letter was forwarded to Communication Studies Department
Head Dr. Christopher
Gearhart, Texan News’s
interim advisor at the
time. Gearhart then forwarded it to the Dean of
the College of Liberal
and Fine Arts Dr. Eric
Morrow.
On Aug. 4, Texan
News received a verbal
request from Gearhart
asking if representatives
from Texan News would

be willing to meet with
Morrow and Assistant
Dean and Associate
Professor of English
Dr. Ben Sword in order
to discuss what actions
Texan News should take
regarding the letter.
An hour later, representatives of Texan
News, Editor-in-Chief
Sierra Dyson, Executive Producer Madison
Reed and Sports Editor
Cody Vannoy, went to
the meeting.
During the meeting,
which included the representatives from Texan
News, Morrow, Gearhart and Sword and lasted for nearly an hour,
the Texan News staffers

Continued on pg 5

A student’s perspective on Larry Joe Taylor
BY NICHOLAS
RATCLIFF
Multimedia Journalist

The Larry Joe Taylor
Music Festival (LJT)
came back to Stephenville for its 32-year, after taking a small break
due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Many Tarleton State University
students were excited
about the idea of experiencing their first LJT,
while others were worried that it might look
different now due to the
pandemic.
Having been to LJT
as a freshman, I decided to attend this year’s
festival to answer these
questions directly. Has

covid ruined yet another
Tarleton Tradition or
will it bounce back and
look like the years before?
Despite the pandemics’ best efforts, LJT
came back in full force
giving the students of
Tarleton a true festival
experience. This year’s
festival looked much
like it did in past and
was even held at Melody Mountain Ranch.
Pulling up to the gates
of the ranch immediately gave me vivid
flashbacks of being a
freshmen at Tarleton,
and reminded me of the
first time I attended the
event. Cars were lined

up to the main road, as
parking and ticket attendants sorted through
the people trying to get
them to the right place.
Once you have been
dropped off or parked
your car, you would
wonder to the entrance of
the festival where there
would be a line of police and security guards
searching through coolers. If you had a cooler,
you would wait your
turn while they verified
your age and searched
for any glass that you
may have brought.
Once inside, there was The crowd is buzzing with energy as the next act hits the stage.
a short quarter mile hike 						
to the staging ground middle of the festival. tions that were scattered
that was set up in the From here you could throughout the grounds.
Food venders and
see the varies attrac-
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Students voice their opinion on the new Texas abortion law
BY SIERRA WELLS
Multimedia Journalist

The Texas Heartbeat
law went into effect on
Sept. 1 and garnered
the attention of people
around the world. This
law bans all abortions
after fetal cardiac activity has been identified
by a physician.
The Heartbeat Act,
previously known as
Senate Bill 8, was signed
into law on May 19 by
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott.
It immediately received
backlash, however, from

prochoice individuals in
the form of protests and
legal action.
The Portland, Oregon
city council is pending
a decision on whether
they will ban trade with
Texas as a way to protest
the new abortion law.
The city council meeting
was initially scheduled
for Wednesday, Sept. 8,
but was postponed.
The Biden administration has also acted
against this new law
and has taken legal action against Texas in the

form of a lawsuit.
When Attorney General Merrick Garland
announced the lawsuit
against Texas he said,
“The act is clearly unconstitutional
under
long-standing Supreme
Court precedent.”
Tarleton State University students shared their
opinions on the new
Texas abortion law.
Senior
psychology
major Krysta Alexander said, “I think the
Texas Heartbeat Law is
a step in the right direc-

tion in many aspects.
I believe it encourages
other conservative states
to take a firmer stance
on anti-abortion laws.
I feel proud of Texas
for actively working to
protect even the tiniest
of citizens. The passing
of the Texas Heartbeat
Law gives me a renewed
hope.”
Vice President and
Campus Coordinator of
Tarleton’s Turning Point
USA chapter, Brooklyn
Darr said, “I believe
every life is precious,

A map depicting the abortion ban across the United States.								
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especially the life of
the unborn. Texas’ new
Heartbeat Law is absolutely incredible. With
this law, we will be saving an average of 150
precious children each
day. I was so happy to
hear this law be passed.
This law pushes us one
step closer to abolishing
abortion as a whole.”
Senior Musical Theatre major Jake Wadkins
had a differing opinion.
“Well, let me start off
by saying that I am not a
woman, nor do I identify
as one, so I will never
know what it’s like to
completely understand
these
circumstances;
however, I have plenty
of female friends, sisters, loved ones of mine,
who are legitimately
terrified to be left alone
with any man due to
the passing of this law,”
Wadkins said. “Texas
has always been the first
state to preach about our
freedom and how amazing it is to be a citizen
of the state of Texas, but
here lately, I have begun
to question that thought
process. I have also noticed that since the Texas
Heartbeat Law has been
passed and approved,
there has not been any
sort of sign to affordably
and feasibly keep this
child alive.”
He continued “As a
gay man wanting to start
a family of his own, I
question whether or not

Woman protesting pro-choice.
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I want to settle down
in a state that, not only
is a 50-50 supporter on
my way of life, but now
I have to fear that my
daughter’s wellness and
future is jeopardized by
being forcefully impregnated and not being able
to support herself and
said fetus due to some
childish male at a social
gathering or birthday
party. All of this to say,
I may not be a woman,
but I know as an American, I have the right, not
privilege, the right to my
body… if we can’t mandate masks or vaccines
to prevent pure safety,
why are women forced
to make a decision that
can affect the rest of
their life?”
The mixed reactions
from Tarleton students
mirrors the response
from the entire country.
Ultimately, abortion is
a widely debated issue
that is still being talked
about both in courtrooms and on campus
here at Tarleton.

The COVID-19 vaccine should not be mandatory
BY NICHOLAS
RATCLIFF
Multimedia Journalist

The COVID-19 vaccination has been the
source of controversy
since the first shot was
given on Dec. 11, 2020.
Since then, 382 million
doses have been given
to the American public,
with over 180 million
Americans fully vaccinated.
Yet even with 54.7
percent of the American
population vaccinated,
the controversy has remained and divided the
United States, and essentially the world, into
two groups. Those who
support the vaccination
and those who do not.
At first, this disagreement was allowed by
our federal government
who hoped that enough
of the population would
be willing to get the vaccine to slow the spread
of COVID. As our vaccination rates have declined due to a lack of
interest in getting the
vaccine however, the
United States has fallen
behind the other country’s vaccination rates.
To put this in perspective, as stated above the
United States has vac-

cinated 54 percent of
the population or a little
over half. Britain has
vaccinated 69 percent
of their population, with
Canada only slightly behind at 65 percent. To
top this off, even countries like Japan, which
only had 18 percent of
their population vaccinated at the start of the
Olympics, have now
managed to get over 60
percent of their population vaccinated with the
first shot.
As America keeps
slowly falling behind
the other countries, our
federal government is
becoming increasingly
worried about how they
are going to control this
pandemic. Even though
the Biden Administration had stated that a
vaccination
mandate
would not be required
by the public, they have
recently proposed a
mandate that would require vaccination to a
large percentage of the
population.
This mandate would
apply to anyone working
for the federal government, as well as anyone
working for company
with 100 or more employees. Now according
to economist, there are

over 100 million Americans who would fall in
this category, essentially
meaning that if passed,
this mandate would apply to all 100 million.
Out of this 100 million, a little over 25 million of them have not
been vaccinated and are
about to be forced to get
vaccinated by the federal government. I believe
that even though vaccination has been medically proven to be safe,
that this is still a direct
overstep by the federal
government.
In 1905 the Supreme
Court heard the case of
Jacobson V. Massachusetts where Jacobs was
trying to claim that a
state mandated vaccination was against his
constitutional rights. At
the time the state was
trying to slow the spread
of small pocks, and stated they had the right to
mandate the vaccination
in order to protect their
citizens.
While the court did
rule in favor of the state,
they also weighed in on
the federal government’s
power to make the same
mandate. They stated
that while it was within
a state’s right to protect
its citizens by mandating

The COVID-19 Vaccine.
				

a vaccination, it was not
within the federal government’s right to dictate if a state required it.
While there is no debate that COVID-19
is spreading between
the states, the question
is what can the federal
government do to stop
it. Since it is spreading,
they have the ability to
do something, but the
current mandate they
have proposed would
override a states ability to make that call for
themselves.
An example of how
this overrides the state
can be found by looking at Texas. Texas has
passed a law that bans
vaccine mandates, stating that the state will not
require it’s population
to get vaccinated; however, the mandate proposed would force any

Photo courtesy of AP News.

company in Texas with
over 100 employees to
get the vaccination regardless of the fact that
Texas doesn’t require it.
This is clearly an example of the federal
government
overriding the decision that the
Texas government made
about the vaccination.
This directly contradicts
the supreme court’s ruling on this issue which
stated that the federal
government can not dictate what a state does
about vaccinations.
While I do not buy
into the conspiracy theories surrounding the
COVID-19 vaccination,
I believe it is our right
as Americans to determine for ourselves what
we put into our bodies.
Even though I believe
the vaccination is safe, I
think it would set a dan-

gerous precedent if we
allow the federal government to dictate what
we put into our bodies.
If a state wanted to
mandate the vaccination,
they have the constitutional right to do so, just
like a citizen who disagrees with that decision
has the right to move out
of that sate. If the federal government mandates this however, then
private citizens would
not be able to move and
would be forced to get
the vaccination.
It is for this same reason, that I believe it
is within a company’s
right to mandate the vaccination if they choose.
We as Americans get to
choose who we work for
and if your company requires the vaccine and
you disagree, then you
can quit.
Essentially,
even
though I fully encourage everybody to get the
vaccination who feels
safe getting it, I would
never want to force any
American to do something that they feel is
unsafe. It is our right
as free citizens of this
country to determine for
ourselves what we do
with our bodies.
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A day in the life of a coach: Aaron Meade
tice.
“Skill instruction gets
to be a little more hectic cause it changes from
day to day,” Meade said.
“You have different
groups come in at different times.”
Due to NCAA regulations, Division 1 (DI)
baseball programs are
only allowed 45 days of
full team practice. Within those 45 days, teams
are allowed to practice
20 hours per week; however, the head coach decides when they start
team practices. Most program’s individual prac-

BY CODY VANNOY
Sports Writer

Even though the 2022
Tarleton State University baseball season will
not start until February of
next year, Head Baseball
Coach Aaron Meade constantly stays busy. Most
mornings are filled with
meetings that could include administrators, academic advisors, staff or
anyone from the athletic
department. After that is
taken care of, Meade will
create a practice plan for
the day. Currently, the
baseball team is doing
skill instructions for prac-

Head coach Aaron Meade hugs graduating student.
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tices typically last three
to four weeks and are the
first weeks of school in
the fall. During this period, student-athletes can
only be doing baseball activities for eight hours per
week and are required to
have at least two off-days.
Meade explained how
his job is different during
these two different periods.
“You have to get all
your administrative work
and everything else done
in the office around your
skill instruction time,”
Meade said. “Things
seem to flow a little bit
easier when we get to
team practice.”
When it comes to recruiting, that is a neverending cycle except for
Oct. 11 through March
1, which is a recruiting
dead period mandated
by the NCAA. DI coaches are not allowed to go
out and recruit players,
but they can have players contact them and have
them on campus. In reality, the Tarleton baseball
program is always on the
search for their future

Texans.
“Recruiting
doesn’t
ever stop,” Meade explained. “Doesn’t matter
if it’s COVID or what’s
going on from the fall to
the spring season. Right
now, in the fall, probably
25 percent [of our job] is
recruiting, 50 percent is
baseball and 25 percent is
administrative/behind the
scenes work.”
Another thing that
Meade is always on the
look for, is his next opponent. Baseball is one
of the NCAA sports that
typically schedules their
games anywhere from
one to four years in advance. Meade was able to
explain why he chooses to
do this.
“Some of the bigger
non-conference ones you
try and get done as earliest as possible to try and
get the games you want,”
Meade explained. “We
are going to Mizzou this
year and I’ve had that
scheduled well over a
year now.”
Meade also elaborated on how he schedules
those big non-conference

The 2022 season will be head baseball coach Aaron Meade’s third
season with the Texans.
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games as well as the ones
that are so far in the future.
“A lot of it is word of
mouth and having relationships with other
coaches,” Meade said.
“There are a couple website or social media pages…that has open dates
and teams can go and post
on there.”
While the young coach
is only in his third year
of his first head coaching job, he realizes that
there are more important

things in life than just being a coach. Him and his
wife, Katherine, are expecting their first child together in October. Meade
explained how his wife
is super supportive of his
career and how excited he
is for his daughter to be
out on the field with him.
“I want my daughter to
be at the field,” Meade
said. “I’m not gonna be
afraid to bring her up. I
want her to grow up
around the field.”

A recap of the New Mexico Highlands football
BY CHARLES
HOUSTON
Sports Writer

The Tarleton Texans
squared off against the
New Mexico Highland
Cowboys this past Saturday, September 25 at
6 p.m. at Memorial Stadium in Stephenville.
On the first play of the
game, Tarleton quarterback Steven Duncan
play actions to the running back and threw an
84-yard pass to receiver
Tariq Bitson. The drive
ended with a rushing
touchdown from Daniel
Wright Jr from the oneyard line which gave
Tarleton a quick 7-0
lead within the first 30
seconds of the game.
One spectator said, “I
believe Tarleton should
be able to win today. I
went to the game last
week and we should’ve

won that, so I hope we
win today.”
Tarleton’s defense got
off to a very fast start by
stopping the opposing
team’s first two drives
and Tarleton safety Greg
Eggleston got an interception.
Tarleton
ultimately
pitched a shutout on the
Cowboys leaving the
score in the first quarter
23-0.
The Tarleton Texans are currently 1-2 in
outer conference games
with conference games
beginning next week
when the Texans face
the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels. With Tarleton
recently joining the
WAC conference three
seasons ago, the outer
conference games are
a great common factor
in whether a team will
make the playoffs. Es-

sentially every game
counts toward a playoff
birth for this new Division 1 (D1) university.
During the second
quarter of the game,
Cowboy’s quarterback
Ramone Atkins threw a
37-yard touchdown pass
to Quavon Beckford
changing the score to
30-14 with Tarleton still
ahead by sixteen.
Late in the second
quarter, Tarleton drove
the ball all the way
down to the Cowboy’s
20-yard line. In the same
possession, Duncan got
stripped of the ball and
the Cowboy’s recovered
the fumble ending the
half.
Third quarter of the
game, Duncan threw
a 25-yard pass to J.F
Thomas to put the Texans at the Cowboy’s 35yard line. Kicker Adrian

The Tarleton Texans and New Mexico Cowboys in action.
							

Guzman missed the
field goal attempt which
would have given the
Texans three points, so
the ball was in the Cowboy’s possession once
again.
The final score of the
game ended up being
40-21 with Tarleton ul-

timately taking the victory.
Key factors to the
win were definitely the
trenches the big boys
got it done on both
sides of the ball undeniably dominating the
game. Offensive player
of the game was Wright
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with 142 rushing yards
and two touchdowns.
Moreover, in total the
run game accumulated
over 240 rushing yards.
The defensive player of
the games was Ronell
Wilson. He recorded
a forced fumble, two
sacks and nine tackles.
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Ten ways to de-stress as a college student

BY SIERRA WELLS
Multimedia Journalist

College can be an extremely stressful time
for students who must
balance their academics
with their personal and
work lives. There are
ten key ways in which
college students can
reduce the amount of
stress they experience
on a day-to-day basis.
Take breaks from work
to do leisure activities:
If you are constantly
working on assignments
and
responsibilities,
your stress will inevitably build. Whether it
is watching your favorite show or painting an
art piece, schedule time
to do what makes you
happy.
Cook your favorite
meal: Preparing a meal
is an activity that requires your full attention, so it will briefly
distract you from your
worries while providing a creative outlet.
Furthermore, cooking
keeps students productive during the destressing process.
Exercise Regularly:
According to Mayo
Clinic, exercise helps
the brain produce endorphins, which naturally
raise emotional contentment. Exercise options
could include running,
walking or even doing
yoga. Tarleton State

Parking
Continued from pg 1
to open in 2024.
The registrar’s office
recorded
enrollment
for the fall semester as
of Aug. 27, 2021, was
roughly 5,701 commuting students and 3,893
students that reside on
campus for a total of
9,594 students. The

University students can
utilize the Campus Recreation Center to workout in between classes.
Meditate Daily: Daily
meditation is a way to
clear your chaotic mind.
Find a quiet, secluded
place on campus and
forget about your worries for a few minutes
through deep focus and
mental relaxation.
When asked how he
relieves stress as a college student, freshman
Alec Harris detailed his
ritual for relaxing his
mind and body.
“Whenever I feel tired
or stressed, whether it
be from schoolwork or
from a workout, I take
a step back and perform
breathing and stretching exercises. First, I
breathe in through the
nose for a count of four
seconds, and then I
breathe out for a count
of eight seconds.” Harris said. “After I feel relaxed, I’ll sit on the floor
with my back to the wall
and perform stretches
that help fix my posture. When you stretch,
make sure the entirety
of your back, shoulders
and spine are touching
the wall. Then proceed
to slowly move your
hand upward until they
touch. It is an uncomfortable position and
hard to maintain, but it
will make you feel so

much better and relieve
a lot of stress.”
Listen to calming
music: When your environment is loud and
chaotic, your mind will
be as well. Rock music
is meant to raise your
heartbeat and get your
blood pumping. On the
other hand, calm music,
such as classical tracks,
will help you relax and
block out the world
around you.
Read a book: Reading
is an easy way for college students to relax
and escape into a world
that is not their own. It
is essential to not only
read required textbooks.
Reading books you are
interested in will help
you focus your mind
while also improving your literacy skills,
which will make future
required readings far
easier. If you cannot access or buy new books,
you can utilize the Stephenville public library
or Tarleton library.
Socialize with people
on campus: Human interaction is necessary
for a positive life. Isolation breeds loneliness
and causes overthinking. College students
can socialize by going
to football games, joining a student organization and so much more.
Tarleton is not only a
college, but it is also a

number of students that
attend classes at the
Stephenville
campus
outnumbers the total
amount of parking spaces by over 2,900.
TNS reached out to
Cecelia Jacobs, the assistant vice president
of marketing and communication, about the
growth of the student
population and student
parking.
When asked what the
ratio of parking spots

Delta variant
Continued from pg 1
shortness of breath,
muscle pain, body ache,
headache, new loss
of taste or smell, sore
throat, diarrhea, fatigue
and nausea or vomiting
usually appear in people
within two to 14 days after being exposed to the
virus.
The Delta variant, as
well as COVID-19, can
sometimes be mistaken
for or as allergies.
According to UC Davis Health, “Upper respiratory allergy symptoms typically include
runny nose, itchy eyes
and sneezing. If these
continue after exposure
to something that usually triggers an allergy, or
during the usual time of
year you experience allergies, then it’s reasonable to attribute these
symptoms to allergies
rather than infection.
But if there are other associated symptoms such

Tarleton student Alex Lopez is
wearing her mask in class in order to protect herself and those
around her from COVID-19.
Photo by Sierra Dyson

as fever or cough—or
they are occurring without the usual suspected
allergy exposures—then
these could be signs of
COVID-19 infection.”
Tarleton State University has been trying their
best to keep its students,
professors, faculty and
staff safe from the virus
as well as provide its
students with a normal,
face-to-face semester—
or as close as it can get
during a global pandemic.
Due to Gov. Greg Ab-

Tarleton students enjoying the hammock garden in front of the student center.
								Photo by Sierra Dyson

community.
Stay organized: You
can keep your schedule organized by using
a planner or to-do list.
Writing down all your
tasks will prevent stress
and panic that accompanies forgetting assignments and having to do
them last minute.
Senior Cassidy Allen
also shared her struggle
with anxiety and how
she works to calm her
stress.
“For me, I’m just in a
constant state of stress
until the semester ends.
I never truly feel relieved, even after I finish an assignment. I always feel like there’s
something else that has
to be done too, but for
me it’s just like crossing
things off my checklist
helps. I make a to-do list
before each week, and
once I cross it off, I feel

a little bit relieved, but
I’m never truly relieved
until I take the last final
because I know I won’t
have anything else to
do, if that makes sense.”
Allen said. “Stress is
definitely affecting me
in college because it affects not only my mental
health, but it affects like,
friendships because if I
always feel like I have
something to do, I say
no to going out. I don’t
really take the time to
have fun, and a lot of
people say you’re missing the college experience at some points
because you’re just like
in a constant state of
stress.”
Stay well-rested: College students need to remember how important
sleep is to a stress-free
life. For busy students,
sleep will not always be
a priority; however, rest

is vital for a healthy and
stress-free mind. Going
through your day tired
will only open you up to
more mental strain.
Seek
professional
help: Sometimes it is
challenging to alleviate
stress without help from
outside sources. Tarleton offers resources
for college students who
need mental support. All
Tarleton students have
the ability to schedule
a free appointment with
the student counseling
service, located at the
Wellness Center in Traditions North.
What is most important for college students
is to understand that
stress is only temporary.
There will always be a
way to escape the hardships and worries of life.
Also, remember that
college does not last forever, so enjoy it while

to students Jacobs said,
“Based on current availability, Tarleton has
enough parking for fall
2021.”
In these past few
years, commuter students could rely on the
football stadium’s parking lot for last minute
parking before class.
This fall semester students are struggling to
find parking in this reliable lot.
Tyler Ransom, a com-

muting senior at Tarleton, said, “In all my
years of at Tarleton, I
have never seen the football parking lot full.”
When asked about
what the university
should do about parking, Ransom responded,
“There’s not much they
can do besides build
more lots... the parking garage should help
though.”
This may not be the
case later in the year

because one of the allaccess lots near the
baseball field is closed
due the construction.
According to Jacobs, the
baseball field lot should
open soon, providing
more parking for the
student body.
TNS reached out to
Dorothy Lewis, a parking officer at Tarleton,
asking about the number
of illegal parking tickets
given this semester but
did not receive a reply.

When asked how the
university will provide
parking for all the students before the parking garage opens Jacobs
said, “The university
will continue to look
for creative solutions to
maximize existing parking, such as reassigning
delegated lots to best
fit current need. So far,
we’ve been able to manage growth and provide
parking.”

bott’s law against mask
mandates within government facilities, Tarleton students will not be
required to wear masks.
Tarleton
President
James Hurley said students and faculty will be
able to decide for themselves if they want to
wear a mask, but highly
encourages everyone on
campus to practice good
hygiene and be respectful of others.
Hurley also said vaccines will not be mandatory to attend the university, though he would
encourage everyone to
consider getting the vaccine.
There were even incentives for students to
get the vaccine sent out
on Sept. 7. Students who
showed proof they had
been fully vaccinated by
the drawing date could
be entered into a drawing which prizes included getting $100 credit in
Texan Bill Pay, tickets
to Larry Joe Taylor, a
reserved parking spot, a

zip lining trip to Austin
and more.
Going forward, Tarleton intends to closely
monitor the slow rise
of cases in Stephenville
and Texas, especially
with the new variant.
Tarleton will piggyback
off of what they did last
semester to contain the
virus as well as change
or add from what they
learned worked or didn’t
work in the previous semesters.
Hurley said in an interview at the beginning
of the semester, “We did
not have a COVID-19
manual or playbook
to navigate through…
unfortunately it’s still
around.”
“We do have a plan
in place,” he continued,
“and we learned from
some of the things we
did very well but also
from some of the things
we did not do so well
last year. We enhanced
that plan, and we’re
ready for whatever will
come our way.”

One of those changes
apparently is the weekly
update of COVID-19
cases on campus. On
Sept. 1, many students
and faculty noticed the
update had not been
sent. And since then, no
other email about COVID-19 or the case updates has been sent to
students until.
When asked why the
updates weren’t being
sent, Vice President of
Marketing Cecelia Jacobs said, “Since the
pandemic started, Tarleton has updated case
information weekly on
the roadmap website.
This practice continues.
Many in the university community tell us
they receive too many
emails.”
Now the cases will be
available on the roadmap which can be accessed on the Tarleton
website.
In regard to questions
asked about whether the
University intends to remain open or shut down

again, Jacobs said, “Our
goal is to remain open.
The university will continue to work closely
with students to provide
support consistent with
state law and COVID relief funding…Based on
feedback from parents
and students, we intend
to continue providing
face-to-face learning opportunities and activities
reflecting a traditional
university experience.
We believe we can do
this safely.”
As COVID-19, the
Delta variant and new
variants increase, Tarleton will continue
evaluating the situation.
With new information
being found, decisions
will be made by Tarleton
and the A&M System to
keep students and faculty safe.
For more information about how Tarleton
is handling COVID-19
and the Delta variant,
go to Tarleton.edu/roadmap.
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Lawsuit
Continued from pg 1

Dr. Eric Morrow.
Photo courtesy of Tarleton.edu

were under the impression rather quickly that

LJT react
Continued from pg 1
trucks were set up in the
back, along with a few
company vendors who
were offering samples
of their products along
with cozies, pop sockets
and other small items.
At the front of the festival, there was a massive
stage that had performers playing sporadically
throughout the day.
Guests of the festival
were welcome to show
up whenever they liked
to enjoy the various
performers and could
even rent out a campsite on the property if
they wished to stay all
week. Being a senior, I
only bought a three-day
pass that allowed me to
go Thursday through
Saturday, but a lot of my
friends bought passes
for the entire week.
Throughout the days,
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Tarleton would not
back Texan News with
the threat and would
make them remove the
articles from their website despite the Statutes
of Limitation and First
Amendments issues.
Texan News Editor-inchief Sierra Dyson then
removed the articles at
Morrow’s request.
Several days after the
meeting, Texan News
was made aware of a letter written by the Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education and
the Student Press Law
Center that was sent to
the crowds would grow
larger as musicians
played their songs.
As the day went on and
turned to night, the stage
would light up, enticing the crowd to watch
as some of their favorite musicians played.
Once the artists began,
the energy of the crowd
would ignite, providing
a unique atmosphere
that is nearly impossible
to explain.
For a college senior
such as myself, this gave
me an opportunity to enjoy a real college experience, despite the pandemics efforts to shut
everything down. For
over 30 years, LJT had
been a staple for the students of Tarleton, yet for
the past two, many of us
were robbed of this experience.
Being able to attend
the festival one last time
as a senior, reminded me
that college is more than

Tarleton on Aug. 30.
The letter included details of what took place,
how the University
violated the students
of Texan News’ First
Amendment rights and
asking Tarleton to right
its wrongs.
On Sept. 10, a letter
from Elinore T. Tecson, an assistant general
counsel with the Texas
of A&M University office of general counsel,
sent a response in Tarleton’s place and informed the lawyers with
FIRE and SPLC that she
was assigned the matter
just learning about a particular career field you
would like to enter. College is also about enjoying yourself and discovering who you are, and
while classes certainly
do a lot to push you, it’s
the social interactions
you have that help you
define who you are.
While looking around
at the crowd, all I could
notice was the pure joy
on most people’s faces.
Even though this was
many students first time,
they were engaging with
the environment the
same way students had
before, by showing their
excitement through a
series of yells and crazy
behavior.
Even though the
crowd was a mix of college students, graduates,
professors and families,
as soon as the musicians
began it was clear that
everybody was there to
have a great time. Just

and asked that all future
correspondence be directed to her.
In addition, she informed FIRE and SPLC
that she will have an updated response to them
no later than Oct. 1.
A public records request by Lindsie Rank,
the lawyer with FIRE,
later revealed Tarleton
paid Landis in excess of
$61,000 “in exchange
for Landis waiving all
claims against the university.”
Rank explained that
this was important for
two reasons.

One reason was that
this information wasn’t
known before, and the
second reason is, “contrary to Tarleton’s argument that TNS needed
to remove the articles to
prevent Tarleton from
facing liability for the
articles, the university
could not have faced liability” whether Texan
News is part of the university or independent
of the university.
Rank further stated,
“Either way you cut it,
the university would not
have been legally liable
for defamation even if

Landis’s claims were
legitimate (which, again
they were not). This
makes their demand that
you remove the content
all the more sinister in
appearance, and censorial in practice because
it demonstrates they had
no reasonable fear of financial liability.”
Texan News is dedicated to giving its readers high quality news
and as such will keep its
readers updated on any
further information or
development within the
story.

The LJT crowd getting ready to listen to the concert.						
		
				
Photo by Nicholas Ratcliff

like it had in the past,
LJT was back to provide
an amazing experience
for all lovers of Texas
country music.
While the spirit of LJT
remained intact, there
was one small change
made for the safety of

the guests. Hand sanitizer stations were scattered throughout the festival grounds to provide
the guest with a way
wash their hands.
The organizers of the
events also followed all
of the COVID-19 guide-

lines provided by the
state of Texas, to ensure
they were not putting
their guest in danger. Yet
even with the guidelines
in place, LJT provided
an amazing experience
for all to enjoy and is
worth looking into.

The debate over the Afghanistan withdrawal
BY NICHOLAS
RATCLIFF
Multimedia Journalist

Back in February of
2020, past President
Donald Trump and his
administration
began
negotiations with the
Taliban to set up an
agreement concerning
the United States’ (U.S.)
withdrawal out of Afghanistan. During these
negotiations, which only
involved the Taliban
and not Afghanistan’s
official government, an
agreement was struck
between the two groups.
This agreement stated that the U.S. would
begin the withdrawal
of their troops out of
Afghanistan, in a slow
timely process, while

also promising a full
withdrawal by May 1,
2021. The two groups
also agreed to the release 5,000 Taliban soldiers. The Taliban, in
turn, would stop recruiting new members, allow
for a peaceful withdrawal and a pledge that they
would stop attacking
the Afghanistan government.
The Trump administration held up their end
of the bargain, and overtime, reduced American
troop levels from 13,000
to 2,500. They also released every prisoner
that they claimed they
would. While this was
going on, the Taliban
continued to recruit old

A member of the Taliban posing with newly acquired
weaponry.
Photo courtesy of AP News photographer Mohammad Asif Khan

members of Al Queda
to their cause and continued their attacks on
the Afghanistan government.
According to Dr. Nathaniel Cogley, a government associate professor at Tarleton State
University, when current President Joe Biden
took over, his administration noticed that the
Taliban were not living
up to their side of the
agreement. When the
deadline for withdrawal
drew near, the administration decided to push
the withdrawal date
back. Despite the signs
that the Taliban was still
not holding their end of
the agreement, Biden’s
administration decided
it was time to leave.
On July 8, 2021,
Biden
delivered
a
speech promising the
American people that
the Afghanistan government is ready and that
we were ready to begin
the process of the full
withdrawal. After this
speech, a reporter asked
Biden if a Taliban takeover of Afghanistan was
inevitable.
Biden responded,
“No, it’s not.”
As the U.S. began its
full withdrawal, the Taliban immediately went
on the offensive and
has already taken over
most of Afghanistan.

People lined up trying to catch a plane to escape the Taliban.
			
Photo courtesy of AP News photographer Donald R. Allen

They have completely
replaced the government and military that
the U.S. spent the last 20
years building. Millions
of dollars’ worth of U.S.
military property was
left in the country during the evacuations and
is now in the hands of
the terrorist group it was
meant to defeat. Due
to these reasons, Biden
has received significant
criticism over the withdrawal in Afghanistan
from the public.
Cogley said, “The vast
majority of the criticism
of the withdrawal is not
concerning the withdrawal itself.”
The voting statistics
support Cogley’s comment. The last three
presidents of the U.S.
had all stated during
their campaign that they
planned to end the war
in Afghanistan during

their term. Both President Obama and Trump
made efforts to end the
war, and both received
praise from the American people when these
efforts were made.
Biden made it clear
when he was running for
president, that he would
continue Trump’s agreement with the Taliban,
and that he would be going forward with the full
withdrawal.
“Many American and
Afghan allies could
not get to the airport to
be withdrawn, billions
of dollars of high-tech
military
equipment
was left behind and has
now fallen under Taliban control,” Cogley
said. “Security vulnerabilities existed with a
terrorist attack taking
place at a gate to Kabul Airport resulting in
the deaths of 13 U.S.

service members and at
least 169 Afghan civilians, and more Afghan
civilians were caught
on video naively trying
to cling to the outside of
airplanes and eventually
falling to their deaths,
further highlighting the
chaotic manner of the
withdrawal.”
Biden assured the
U.S. citizens that the Afghanistan government
was prepared to hold its
ground against the Taliban and that the U.S.
withdrawal would be a
quick smooth operation.
Instead, the Taliban immediately took over and
replaced the government
that the U.S. had spent
the last 20 years building, while U.S. forces
and allies struggled to
leave the country that
was being taken over by
the enemy.
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